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Midland Region visited Finning CAT in May
Contact Adrian McLean for news of further meetings

From the National Secretary,
Welcome to our new, leaner Demolition Engineer which supports the
magazine website attached to www.ide.org.uk.
For the last year we have been trying to source a researcher, editor
and publisher for the full printed Demolition Engineer but the cost
has been beyond the IDE budget, especially with the advertising
cutbacks due to the Recession. The Council, appreciating that
members like to have information ‘in their hands’ from time to time,
has decided that this will be the first edition of a thrice yearly
bulletin, produced in-house to give you news of IDE activities and
forthcoming events. More information about items may be found on
the website.
I would emphasise that this bulletin and the website are at your
service.

hope is pleasing. Huge improvements will be made if you offer help
by sending me news of projects in which you are involved, together
with pictures. I would also like pictures of machines – the bigger
and more dramatic the better – both for the background to the
website and to make the various pages of this publication more
interesting. Constructive criticism is also appreciated together with
ideas for better presentation. Some things may not be possible but I
will listen, take note and do my best to
implement them.
Without more ado, please read on
Valerie Stroud

Until we can set aside sufficient funds to outsource publication, I
will be using my skills and talents to bring you something which I
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Enthusiasm in the North East
The Institute thanks Trevor Symonds MIDE for arranging and
hosting a regional meeting for members in the North East of
England. Late in the afternoon of 13 May 2010, Trevor opened his
training room at Northern Safety Ltd, Stockton on Tees, to eleven
IDE members in the area. Quite
apart from the excellent opportunity
to socialise, network and get to
know each other, there were two
presentations:
The first topic centered around the
removal of non licensed asbestos
containing materials (ACM’s). The
presentation dealt with the issues
that the demolition industry may
well encounter when carrying out
demolition projects where ACM’s
are present. The motive issue of
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what type of training that is required for this work and to the content
of this training that the HSE are expecting to see when this type of
work is carried out was discuss.
The second presentation moved onto the new
guidance surrounding asbestos surveys and
especially focused on the new demolition and
refurbishment surveys required for all
demolition projects. This subject provoked
much discussion between the members to the
standards of surveys and the competence of the
surveyors that are producing surveys at this
time.
If you are a Full Member of the IDE and would
like to organise a meeting of members in your
area either in your offices or for a factory visit,
please contact the IDE National Secretary.

IDE Golf Day
John Woodward reports

The Inaugural IDE President's Golf Day was held at
Puckrup Hall Golf Club and Hotel at Tewkesbury on
Wednesday 21 July and saw President Terry Quarmby
welcome 12 golfers to compete in teams of three for team prizes and individual prizes
including the IDE/Sandvik trophy, kindly donated by Alan Matchett, that was awarded
to this year's individual winner and will be awarded to the individual winner in future
years.
A beautiful day saw the teams drive off down the first hole and make their way round an
interesting course with bunkers galore and water hazards to test their skill with a driver,
a wedge and the putter.
The teams were:Team 1: Terry Quarmby, Danny Clements, Dick Green
Team 2: Les Hemmings, John Gamble, John Faulkner
Team 3: Mark Hamilton-Davis, Stephen Palmer, Roland O’Connor
Team 4: Alan Matchett, Chris Giles, Nick Barker
The results of the Stableford competition were:Leading individual : John Gamble (Outokumpu Ltd) (Guest of Turner-Wass Consulting) 45 Pts
Second individual: Dick Green (Index Explosives Engineers) 45 Pts
Winning team:
Team 2
103 Pts
Longest drive on hole 5: Terry Quarmby (Dorton Group)
Nearest the pin on hole 11: Roland O'Connor (C&D Consultancy)
Thank yous for prizes go to:Alan Matchett of Sandvik for the IDE trophy, best team and longest drive.
Terry Quarmby of Dorton Group for the nearest the pin prize.
Michael Patefield for the Individual winner prize.
Adrian McLean of Armac Group for the second individual prize.

The Teams
with winners above
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“Get Carter” Car Park - Demolition
Chris Dobson gives an account

Gateshead’s Trinity Square car park (known
by many as the Get Carter Car Park) was
built by Sir Robert McAlpine from designs
by Owen Luder and opened in 1967. The
building towers above Gateshead town
centre (being the tallest building in the town
centre by quite a margin). The car park is an
example of the Brutalist style of architecture
(raw exposed concrete defining the character
of the building and its exterior). By the
time the car park was constructed, its design
was already out of date and unfashionable.
Rather than becoming the centre of its
community public opinion has called for its
demolition and the car park is instead
famous for the role it plays in the 1971
gangster movie "Get Carter".
Following decades of deterioration the
decision was made to demolish the car park
structure, the indoor market that lies below
and associated properties on High Street,
Ellison Street and Trinity Square, allowing
for a new city centre development.
Following an extensive pre-tender interview
process and a successful tender submission
Thompsons were awarded the contract. The
project follows on from other major
Gateshead / Newcastle demolition projects
undertaken by Thompsons. As Health &
Safety Manager for Thompsons my initial
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role was to development the Construction
Phase Plan for the project. This document
has been readily updated as the project has
progressed and in line with the ever
changing nature of the project.
Works commenced in 2008 with an
enablement package, which included the
removal of asbestos and the soft strip of
fittings and fixtures from the shops located
adjacent to the car park. I worked alongside
our Site Manager (Robert Brewis) to
compile the Method Statements, allowing
for safe and efficient phased asbestos
removal. All works were conducted in
house by our fully trained operatives. These
enablement works were subject to audits
from the NFDC (as part of their then
fledgling site audit scheme) and also ARCA,
combined with my own regular audits.
Works progressed into 2009 with the phased
reduction of the low level shops which
surrounded the car park (along Ellison
Street, High Street and Trinity Square).
These properties were located in close
proximity to busy public shopping areas,
footpaths and highways. Consultation with
Gateshead Council and other stakeholders
was required from an early stage. A
protective scaffold was erected along these
elevations. The demolition methodology

was again prepared by myself, following
consultation with our Site manager and
Contracts Management Team. Liaison with
our clients Structural Engineers and
Thompsons own Structural Engineers was
required prior to approval of all
methodology. Regular meetings were
conducted on site to monitor progress and
safety. Initial demolitions were conducted
using demolition rigs, assisted above the
public highways by operatives using hand
demolitions techniques. Following
completion of clearance of the structures
surrounding the car park Thompsons were
required to leave site whilst approval was
obtained to progress the development.
In July of 2010 Thompsons returned to site
to progress demolitions with the reduction of
the former in-door market (a reinforced
concrete structure) which was located
directly below the structure. The indoor
market is located directly adjacent to a live
substation (providing power to structures
adjacent to the site boundary) and therefore
works were conducted under strict control,
utilising a Komatsu 750 demolition rig
equipped with short boom and pulveriser
attachment.
Demolition works will now complete the
reduction of the multi-storey car park

structure itself. The car park is an in-situ
reinforced concrete framed structure, with
floors formed by pre-cast concrete units,
spanning between large in-situ concrete
columns (that extend from ground floor to
upper floor level). The deck of the car park
is continuous and ramps from Floor 1 to
Floor 13 and spans the central service level
of the Trinity Square Shopping Centre
below. The top floor of the building
features a space for a cafe-bar with views of

Gateshead and Newcastle however, it was
never used.
All demolitions are required to adhere to the
recommendations outlined within our
clients Structural & Civil Engineers
Structural Report and the recommendations
of our own appointed structural engineers.
The method statement for this final phase of
the project was developed following
extensive consultation with all stakeholders.
Thompsons newly acquired Komatsu 750

super high reach demolition rig will assist
our Caterpillar 350 high reach demolition
rig to demolish the car park, working in a
pre-determined sequence. The Multi Story
Car Park will be demolished in two
sections. The first section will be reduced
from West to East and the second section
from East to West, working up to the stair
tower in each direction ensuring the
structure will remain stable during its
demolition.

IDE Exam, ‘Pass or Fail’?
Terry Quarmby, IDE President, offers timely advice
Of the 11 candidates that sat the recent IDE entrance exam, there
were 7 passes and four failures. On the face of it, it may appear
good that so many passed but from our perspective we would prefer
to dwell on the fact that our failure rate was over a third. This high
failure rate, in our opinion, is not only unacceptable it is also
avoidable.
Prior to each exam there is the opportunity to attend a preparation
day, which is generally well received and attended by the majority
of candidates. During this informal and informative meeting the
exam process and the question format is analysed and a full hour is
devoted to answering a typical question as a group exercise, played
out as an exam scenario. However, no amount of training, briefing
or exercise can prepare the candidate for a pass if he or she chooses
to read the question wrongly or to understand what is required in an
answer. It is regrettable that so many candidates sitting this exam
fail to fully understand the question and to give the answer as it is
required. The result, inevitably, is a low score or even no score at
all!!
Equally, I would urge all candidates to give time for some revision
prior to sitting the exam. As a contractor myself, I know how
difficult it is put down on paper something that you carry out as a

Welcome to New Members
Mark W Andrew,
Robin Bourne,
Paul G Burnett,
Wayne G Collins,
John J Davis
Stuart Deans,
Christopher M Graham,
Richard J Henderson,
Jeremy G Hunt,
Daniel P Johnson
Tom McDonnell
Jay T Mould
Darren Quinn
Cecil Thompson

Stephen Balyski,
Paul F Burley
Simon A Clayton,
Shane T Coyle,
Michael Dean,
Christopher Doyle
Steven J Hart,
Antony Hopkinson,
Richard A Jarvis
J Martin Mahone,
Richard P McGarry
Sam J Peck
Carl Strong
Paul C Toal

physical act on a daily basis. Unless you are actively engaged in
writing, such as methods statements continuously, it may just turn
out to be the most onerous of tasks to write for 3 hours. So you need
to practice at it until you are familiar with writing for extended
periods. In addition, many of the candidates do not give enough
consideration to learning the basic legislation, guidance and codes
of practice that govern our working lives. You will be expected to
have an understanding of this type of document, i.e. CDM
Regulations, Control of Asbestos Regulations, COSHH, PUWER,
LOLER and BS 6187:2000 etc. You won’t be expected to quote the
contents of such, but you will be expected to know what they are
and when they may apply. At the end of the day, as an engineer, you
need to understand this sort of thing, so the exercise is well worth
the effort.
Finally, we have a ‘Membership Mentor’ who can assist you and
guide you towards achieving a level of competency prior to you
sitting the exam. Please take advantage of this. Nothing would give
us greater pleasure than to announce 100% pass rates at the AGM
and to award you your certificate at the annual luncheon.
Good Luck!

Congratulations to
New Associate Members
(Examinations passed February 2010)

James Howard,
James J O’Sullivan,
Kevin Taylor,
Martin Wilson

Michael Kelly,
David Rowe,
Martin Webb

New Full Members
James Caldwell Jnr,
Gordon Marshall
Paul Walker

New Honorary Fellow
David R Turner

Help & Assistance
Wayne Bagnall MBE, IDE Membership Mentor, [07712 767744 mwb@waynebagnall.co.uk] has kindly offered to organise occasional
meetings with Associate Members with a view to supporting them in carrying out the requirements for the Diary /Portfolio and
Professional Interview for Full Membership. Please contact him to show your interest.
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Events Committee News
John Woodward, in his role as Seminar
Director, and the Events Committee have
been hard at work building on the success of
events over the last few months.
At the beginning of July they welcomed on
board Wendy Barber and Sian Hemming of
Sovereign Conference who will be
undertaking administration duties for
events. Please make sure you return
booking forms to the correct address.
In February the President and Vice President
led a Workshop in Dublin, kindly sponsored
by Sandvik and Volvo (Ireland). There have
been requests for a repeat.
The Spring Seminar, 5 March in Leeds, was
the best attended ever, with 130 delegates
and 13 exhibition stands. The Royal
Armouries is now firmly establised as a
favourite venue to which we will be

returning on 25 February 2011.
Places, which are limited, are being snapped
up fast for the Autumn Seminar on 24
September. Book your place now!
The 2010 Annual Luncheon, together with
the award of certificates and prizes will take
place after the AGM on 19 November in the
historic Grand Connaught Rooms, London.
www.principal-hayley.com/venues-andhotels/grand-connaught-rooms
Those who attended the IDE’s first Golf
Day enjoyed it and asked for more. They
suggested another day at Puckrup Hall on a
Wednesday next year and possibly a two
night summer short break, with golf for the
gentlemen and spa for the ladies at St
Mellion (20 minutes from Plymouth). More
news in due course.
John has already booked Glaziers Hall,

London for the AGM /Annual Luncheon on
18 November 2011
www.glaziershall.co.uk/HTML/company/his
tory.htm .
Adrian McLean has done sterling work in
organising a number of meetings for
members in the Midlands. He has another
one planned for September. Trevor
Symonds is also looking into the possibility
of a factory visit in the North East to see the
latest plant on offer. Keep an eye out on the
website for further news of these meetings.
The Committee thanks Stella Wright and
Adrian McLean for all they have done
towards events. Although they are not
standing for re-election in November,
Adrian has said that he will go on
organising Midlands Regional Meetings and
Stalla will be on staff at Seminars and
invigilating at the examinaitons.

Your Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
“The development of competence is an ongoing process. Individuals will develop their competence through experience in the job and
through training which is part of ‘life-long learning. Professionals … should be signed up to a ‘Continuing Professional Development’
programme either through their company or professional institution. This will allow them to remain ‘up to date’ with changes in
legislation and professional practice.” (HSE 2007, “Managing health and safety in construction, CDM Regulations 2007” paragraph
198, page 45)
Terry Quarmby, IDE President, amplifies this in an article he wrote
for the website entitled “Your ‘CPD”
“At the last AGM we highlighted the need to get your CPD points
in order to meet the criteria for membership and the renewal of
your demolition engineer’s card.
However, that isn’t the only reason
you should obtain CPD, it is a point of
law that everyone should demonstrate
competence in their job and that a
process of continuous learning should
be in place. Those of you who have
the misfortune, like me, to have to fill
in PQQ’s and other safety,
environmental and quality
questionnaires will know only too
well that providing answers, to some
of the questions regarding
competency, is that much more
difficult without a record of CPD,
particularly for your managerial staff. CPD is not going to go away,
it is only going to get stiffer and the penalties for not acquiring
CPD will mean loss of income, in some cases and non renewal of
competency cards in many others as CSCS are likely to follow suit.
If you need any further convincing, take HGV drivers as an
example. They now have to undertake a minimum of 35 hours
training over a five year period to obtain their ‘Certificate of
Professional Competence’ (CPD by any other name) and to keep
their license!”
“At our Council of Management meeting on 5th May 2010, we
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agreed to recognise CPD obtained from other organisations,
providing that the CPD acquired meets a certain criteria; this
criteria will be explained fully later in the summer. Because we
recognise also that by accepting other routes to CPD the process of
acquiring the requisite amount should be
that much easier; so the amount, in hours or
points, that need to be acquired will also be
increased. The Council were equally keen to
ensure that specific IDE CPD would
continue to be important as this is obtained
as a direct result of demolition engineering
information, briefings, liaison and
association.”
The Council are currently discussing the
finer details of the revised scheme but are
confident that members will find it easier to
understand and comply with. Recording of
the CPD you are undertaking will be
possible with pen and ink, electronically in a
Word document or on-line through the website.
Terry continues, ”Collecting CPD points may take a small effort to
achieve, but going down this route is a lot less painful than missing
out on lucrative tenders, being unable to renew cards due to expire,
having your competency called into question or dealing with the
enforcing authorities unnecessarily. Millions of European workers
are now bound into CPD and the UK construction industry is
pushing hard to ensure compliance!!”
Terry will be saying more about this at the AGM on 19 November
2010.

Election Time Fast Approaches
An article about the forthcoming elections cannot begin without
thanking those whose current period of service is coming to an end.
The IDE has been very well served by Terrry Quarmby (President),
John Woodward (1st Vice President), Steve Jack (2nd Vice
President), David Turner (Past President /Hon Treasurer) and
ordinary members, Wayne Bagnall, Adrian McLean, Brian Neale,
Michael Patefield, William Sinclair, Stella Wright.
The Council, at its meeting on 1 July, heard with regret that due to
personal and business commitments, David, Adrian, Brian, William
and Stella did not intend to seek re-election. Their departure will be
a great loss to the Council but they have all promised to continue to
support the IDE, regionally, internationally and by assisting at
events.
The forthcoming elections provide an opportunity for new faces and
fresh ideas to come to the table, which is something we need to
move the institute forward, so we want to encourage Full Members
and Fellows to put their names forward.
The IDE’s election process can seem complicated so a word or two
of explanation may be helpful.
Fellows and Full Members are eligible to be nominated and to stand
for election by the electorate, which comprised Associate members,
Full Members and Fellows whose subscriptions are up to date.
Enrolled members are not entitled to participate in the elections.
The offices of President, Vice President and Hon. Treasurer are,
according to the Rules, offered for election each year but the
Institute’s custom and practice is that the President and Vice
President serve their full term of two years in office. Another
tradition is that the Vice President becomes President unless

challenged by an alternative nomination. All candidates for the
offices of President and Vice President must have served for two
years on the Council.
The election process is by post and takes about two months, ending
with the results being announced at the AGM.
Firstly nomination papers are distributed. This year nominations
will be required for President, Vice President, Hon Treasurer and six
ordinary members. You do not have to put names in all boxes and
you should not nominate the three ordinary members (Howard
Button, Richard Comley and Duncan Rudall) whose term of office
does not end until 2011. If you are happy for John Woodward to
become President and Steve Jack to become Vice President please
nominate them or leave those boxes blank. If you only want to
nominate one or two people for ordinary membership of the Council,
that is fine. You should ask your nominee whether they are willing
to stand for election.
It is very important that nominees understand that they will be
expected to be active if elected to the Council. It is not a matter of
just turning up to six meetings per year and giving opinions. The
IDE manages with only a National Secretary (full time) and Events
Secretary (10 hours per week) so inevitably Council members need
to be engaged and active.
Once the nominations are collected and nominees have signified that
they are willing to stand for election, the election papers are sent out.
These are returned to the independent scrutineers and the results
held secretly until the AGM.
The first meeting of the new Council will take place on 2 December
in the West Midlands.

CSCS PQP Card
With the removal of the requirement of
non-residence on site the final barrier is
removed to Demolition Engineers
acquiring a card which proclaims their
professional status alongside architects
and surveyors. With it you will show
clients and colleagues that you are
committed to leadership in complex
engineering situations
where attention to
health and safety is
essential.
To qualify you must
be a Full Member or
Fellow of the IDE
with a full CPD
record for the past
three years. As our President has
explained in his article on CPD points
the requirement within the IDE is
altering so that you may include CPD
achieved externally.
In addition you will need to pass the
ConstructionSkills Managerial and
Professional (MAP) health and safety
test.
Although arrangements may be
different for other professional bodies,

BS6187 Drafting News
IDE applicants for the PQP card will
need to send the form with photograph
attached and a cheque for the fee to the
National Secretary who will verify your
CPD record and authorise issue of the
card.
More information at www.ide.org.uk
under the
‘Membership’ tab.
Some members, who
achieved the
platinum Demolition
Engineer card, have
asked how they
convert this to a PQP
card. You will need
to have passed the PQP or MAP health
and safety test within the last two years.
The completed PQP form should be
sent, with photograph and fee, to the
National Secretary and the new smart
PQP card will be issued.
The PQP card lasts for five years and
may be renewed on verification of the
attainment of the required minimum
number of IDE-CPD points for that
period and success in the MAP test
within the previous two years.

Brian Neale, Team Chairman, reports
One day in Spring 2010 saw the gathering of a
group of men and women with a common interest.
They met at 389 Chiswick High Road, the home of
BSI in west London, where that common interest
was to meet for the first time in order to develop –
and thus move forward – the new standard that will
replace the current code of practice for demolition.
This is, of course, BS 6187. the last revision of
which “hit the streets” in 2000, just 10 years ago.
The immediate objective of this experienced team
is to develop, as soon as it can, a document that
will be for public consultation. This takes time,
however, and this dedicated team is due to meet
again early in September for the fourth time. As a
“spoiler” for those looking forward to seeing the
“Draft for Public Comment” (DPC), a number of
additional features can be anticipated, starting with
the title. The focus is widening, for example, with
structural refurbishment where partial demolition
becomes more relevant; and also with
environmental considerations, including waste
topics.
These couple of paragraphs are intended as a
“taster” introduction to help whet appetites for the
DPC.
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Autumn Seminar 2010
Friday, 24 September
One Great George Street, Westminster, London

Phone 01527 518777 for more information.

Information about Events and booking forms may be found at www.ide.org.uk
in the ‘Events’ drop down menu.

AGM
&
Annual Luncheon 2010
19 November
Grand Connaught Rooms
Great Queen St
London WC2B 5DA

This printed bulletin supplements the website www.ide.org.uk and the on line Demolition
Engineer.
To make them all better and more interesting
we want
your letters
share your opinion
your news
projects, charity work, personal
your pictures
machines, projects,
E-mail them, with permission to publish, to the
National Secretary, info@ide.org.uk

In-house magazine of the

Institute of Demolition Engineers
69 Poplicans Road
Rochester
Kent ME2 1EJ
Tel: 01634 294255
E-mail: info@ide.org.uk

BOOKING NOW
01527 518777

Website: www.ide.org.uk
Contributors and members mentioned in
this edition can be contacted, in the first
instance through the IDE Office.

Opinions expressed in this bulletin are those of the contributors and not necessarily of the Institute of Demolition Enigineers.
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We thank those who took the photographs, especially IDE members, John Woodward, Vernon Watson and Trevor Symonds.

